
 

 

 

 

 

The target audience for this briefing note is NHS Community Pharmacy contractors in Surrey and Sussex to help 
them navigate a way through the different volunteer help that is available to patients and contractors, should 
they need help.    It is not a blueprint for a delivery service across Surrey and Sussex.  

This information will also be helpful to help those managing community helplines and community volunteers 
during Covid-19 as it highlights many important points raised by pharmacists, but outside of their control, to 
ensure that medicine safety and patient privacy and dignity is maintained at all times.  Most importantly scripts 
are attached to help local authority helpline staff handle calls about prescriptions swiftly and effectively.  

Distribution across Sussex and Surrey: Community Pharmacists, County Councils, District and Borough Councils, 
Healthwatch, Voluntary and Community Sector.  

Background 

Deliveries 

• It is not, and has never been, a requirement of community pharmacy’s contractual framework with NHS 
England to provide a home delivery service, although some community pharmacists do provide this service 
privately to some patients either free-of-charge, or for a small fee. Read more 

• The government has announced it will be helping pharmacies to deliver prescriptions with a new national 
community pharmacy medicines delivery service to support shielded patients.  Discussions on such a service 
are complex, and ongoing. But more information is expected on 9 April.  

• In the meantime, local and national volunteer networks have been mobilised in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Both patients and NHS Community Pharmacy contractors are able to request support from these 
volunteers:  

o Patients: to have prescribed medicines collected on their behalf from pharmacy  
o Community Pharmacies: to help with deliveries of prescriptions to patients who are being shielded. 
o Definitions: for the purposes of this briefing collect refers to situations where the identity and 

location of the patient is known by the volunteer before s/he enters the pharmacy, whereas with 
delivery the recipient and their location is unknown.  

Volunteers 

• Three cohorts of volunteers appear to be emerging. The groups (as we see them) and our suggested roles and 
actions for them, if they want to help patients with their medicines, are listed in the table below. 

• Pharmacists may choose not to work with volunteers, however we recommend they do if this helps free-up 
capacity within their pharmacy. Should pharmacies choose to engage with community volunteers our advice 
to them, and the people who manage community volunteers, is set out below:   

 

 Volunteer group Suggested level of activity Need to know 

1 Informal or locally 
organised groups of 
friends and neighbours 
who have come together 
to help their community 
for example: Facebook 
groups, and through town 
and parish councils 

 

We recommend these volunteers 
only collect medicines on behalf of 
their friends, family and 
neighbours 

We recommend this group collect/pick-
up for up to two patients, at a time 
from within their own neighbourhood. 
When they reach the pharmacy counter 
they should tell the counter staff the 
name and address. of the patient(s) 
they are collecting for.  

Anyone can do this at the request of a 
patient. 

B R I E F I N G   N O T E  

Covid-19: using volunteers to get medicine to  
vulnerable and shielding citizens  
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https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/02/Briefing-Note-Medication-Home-Delivery-agreed-by-LPCs-in-January-2020.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
mailto:lpc@communitypharmacyss.co.uk


2 Formally organised at 
local authority level 
(Districts and Boroughs).  

– see Appendix 1 for 
contact details of local 
authority hubs 

a. Collect medicines on behalf of 
their friends, family and 
neighbours 
 

b. Once all available avenues 
have been exhausted a 
Responsible Pharmacist may 
decide to ‘request’ volunteer 
help from their local 
community hub to get 
medicines to those who have 
explored all other options 
available to them.  Eg: ask for a 
volunteer to come along to 
‘pick-up from pharmacy and 
drop off to the patient’.  
 
Aside from helping with 
deliveries there may be other 
tasks that volunteers can 
undertake to help free capacity 
within their pharmacy.  This 
will be at the discretion of the 
pharmacist in charge / business 
owner.  

 
a. We recommend this group 

collect/pick-up for up to two 
patients, at a time from within their 
own neighbourhood. When they 
reach the pharmacy counter they 
should tell the counter staff the 
name and address. of the patient(s) 
they are collecting for.  
 
Anyone can do this at the request 
of a patient.  
 

b. It is not the responsibility of the 
community pharmacist to manage 
volunteers.  
 

3 NHS scheme as 
announced using 
RVS/GoodSam 
volunteers. 

 

Anyone registered as a volunteer should await further instruction from 
RVS/GoodSam. Shielded patients are the only patient group that can access 
direct support from RVS/GoodSam. 

The LPCs advise community pharmacists in Surrey and Sussex to follow PSNCs 
current and future advice on accessing GoodSam. Read more  

NHS Volunteer Responders are not intended to replace local groups helping their vulnerable 
neighbours but is an additional service provided by the NHS where informal support is not 
available or easily linked to by health and social care professionals. Source: NHS Volunteer 
Responders information for health professionals 31 March 2020, Version 1 

 

 

Key messages – not in priority order  

• We need to ensure that medicines reach those who need them most. Local authorities know who their most 
vulnerable citizens are, and pharmacy staff are very likely to be in touch with their most vulnerable patients 
already and have arrangements in place for them.  Not all pharmacies will want or require help from 
volunteers.  

• Shielded patients should, in the first instance, ask friends, relatives, and neighbours to collect medicines for 
them, if this is not possible because friends, family and neighbours are vulnerable or isolating themselves 
patients should contact their local authority community hub to ask for a community volunteer to go to 
pharmacy to collect medicines for them. See appendix 5 for advice on what to do if you are collecting a 
prescription for someone. This information should be collected by the people managing call-ins to community 
hubs.  

• A queue outside a pharmacy does not necessarily mean the pharmacy is struggling to cope.  

o Procedures such as one-in-one-out of the premises are displacing patients and customers outside as 
social distancing and infection control measures have been put in place in pharmacies to protect staff 
and patients during these exceptional times.  

https://psnc.org.uk/our-news/update-on-the-pandemic-delivery-service/
https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2020/03/C0112-NHS-Volunteer-Responders-Information-for-Primary-Care-Professionals_31-March-2020.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2020/03/C0112-NHS-Volunteer-Responders-Information-for-Primary-Care-Professionals_31-March-2020.pdf


o Pharmacies do a lot more than dispense medicines. They offer health services that many of us aren't 
aware of, and as one of the few frontline NHS services still seeing and treating patients face-to-face 
staff may be dealing with, and treating patients, who need medical help for non Covid-19 issues 

• Patient need for a volunteer delivery service over and above any existing pharmacy-based delivery provision 
should be established rather than presumed. To date, Surrey and Sussex LPCs have not received significant 
numbers of reports from pharmacists to say they are struggling with their deliveries, where they provide this 
service. 

• The management of volunteers and providing appropriate support, training and supervision relevant to their 
role is not the responsibility of the community pharmacist.  

• Every pharmacy has a Responsible Pharmacist who is legally obliged to ensure the safe distribution of 
prescribed medicines to the people who need them.  

• Health service commissioners such as NHS England, CCGs (clinical commissioning groups) and local authorities 
are responsible for ensuring the provision of essential health services to meet the needs of local patients, and 
those in our communities who are most vulnerable. Locally commissioned medicines delivery services are a 
matter for them to consider. 

• It can take between 5 and 7 days from ordering a repeat prescription from a GP to it being ready to collect at 
the pharmacy. We urge all patients to plan in advance so that they don’t run out.   

 

- ENDS – 

More information 

• Pharmacists in Sussex and Surrey are reporting violent and abusive behaviour towards them 
• More flexible hours and noticeable changes at community pharmacies across Surrey and Sussex to help 

protect staff, patients and the public 
• Covid-19: accessing medicines from pharmacies in Surrey and Sussex 
• Contact lpc@communitypharmacyss.co.uk   

Appendices 

1. Contacts details for all community hubs across Surrey and Sussex 

 

2. Checklist for pharmacists who want to ask for help with deliveries to vulnerable patients 
 
3. Our advice to those who manage volunteers  
 
4. Supporting the delivery of medicines: rules and procedures for volunteers  

 

5. Helpline script – receiving a call from a patient 
 

6. Helpline script – receiving a call from a Pharmacist, or member of the pharmacy team 
 

 

With inputs from colleagues at  

East Sussex County Council, Wealden District Council, Hastings Borough Council, Rother District Council, 

Eastbourne Borough Council, Healthwatch West Sussex, Surrey and Sussex LPCs, Surrey Police, Reigate and 

Bansted Borough Council, Sussex NHS Commissioners (Brighton and Hove CCG and East Sussex CCGs), NHS Surrey 

Heartlands Clinical Commissioning Group, Surrey County Council. 

 

 

  

https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/our-news/pharmacists-in-sussex-are-reporting-violent-and-abusive-behaviour-towards-them/
https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/our-news/more-flexible-hours-and-noticeable-changes-at-some-community-pharmacies-in-surrey-and-sussex-to-help-protect-staff-patients-and-the-public/
https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/our-news/more-flexible-hours-and-noticeable-changes-at-some-community-pharmacies-in-surrey-and-sussex-to-help-protect-staff-patients-and-the-public/
https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/our-news/covid-19-accessing-medicines-from-pharmacies-in-surrey-and-sussex/
https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/our-news/covid-19-accessing-medicines-from-pharmacies-in-surrey-and-sussex/
mailto:lpc@communitypharmacyss.co.uk


Appendix 1 
Pharmacists may choose not to work with volunteers.  

Those who do will need to contact their local community hub or GoodSam app to 
request and negotiate help suitable to meet their needs  

 

Here are the contact details for the community hubs across Surrey and Sussex. Pharmacists should be 
aware of these numbers: 

• to help them meet what’s expected of them under the T&Cs of the new delivery service (which is for 
shielded patients only) eg: provide advice to the patient on how to identify a local volunteer to collect the 
prescription from the pharmacy on their behalf and then deliver it. 

• call a community hub if they would like to ‘book’ a volunteer to help them in their pharmacy.  

Aside from helping with deliveries there may be other tasks that volunteers can undertake to help free capacity 
within a pharmacy.  This will be for the responsible pharmacist / business owner to decide. 

 

Surrey   West Sussex 

Community Helpline number: 0300 200 1008 

• Monday to Friday: 8am to 6pm, Saturday and 
Sunday: 10am to 2pm 

• Easter Good Friday 10th April and Easter 
Monday 13th April: 10am to 4pm (Easter 
Saturday and Sunday 10am to 2pm) 

• SMS: 0786 0053 465 for Deaf and hearing 
impaired residents only (Monday to Friday 
9am to 5pm) 

 
Process is as follows: 

• Call the above number 

• Call will be logged 

• This will be triaged and forwarded to the 
relevant service including the D&B Hubs 

More information 

 

Contact the West Sussex Community Support Team 
West Sussex Community Support Team Website  
 
Helpline number   033 022 27980      
 
Process is as follows: 

• Call the above number 

• Call will be logged 

• This will be triaged and forwarded to the 
relevant service including the D&B Hubs 
 

This is a 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. service, 7 days per week 
including the bank holidays 

 

Brighton and Hove 

 
Brighton and Hove Community Support Website 

Telephone: 01273 293117 

East Sussex    
Eastbourne Community Hub Website  
Eastbourne Community Hub Telephone: 01323 
679722  

 Reproduced in good faith from information 
supplied 
 

Hastings Community Hub Website 
Hastings Community Hub Telephone: 01424 
451019 

  

Lewes Community Hub Website  
Lewes Community Hub Telephone: 01273 
099956  

  

Rother Community Hub Website  
Rother Community Hub Telephone: 01424 
787000 (option 4) 

  

Wealden Community Hub Website 
Wealden Community Hub Telephone: 01323 
443322 

  

 

https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/people-and-community/emergency-planning-and-community-safety/coronavirus/community-support/need-help
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/leisure-recreation-and-community/supporting-local-communities/community-hub-covid-19/#overview
https://new.brighton-hove.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/request-help-yourself-or-someone-else
https://www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/community/covid-19/
https://www.hastings.gov.uk/my-council/covid19/help/
https://www.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk/community/covid-19/
https://www.rother.gov.uk/news/coronavirus-covid-19-community-support/
https://www.wealden.gov.uk/news-and-events/coronavirus-covid-19-latest/community-support/


Appendix 2 

Advice for pharmacists who need help from volunteers with services to  
vulnerable patients and those who are shielding 

 
Collection of prescription medicines for someone else 

• In the first instance, vulnerable patients and those who are shielding are asked to have their medicines 
collected by a family member, friend or neighbour.  

• Where this is not possible, a volunteer can collect the medicines and take them to the 
home of the vulnerable / shielding patient.  

o We recommend this group collect for up to two patients, at any one time for 
patients within their own neighbourhood. When they reach the pharmacy counter they 
should tell your counter staff the name and address. of the patient(s) they are collecting for 
o appendix 4 has advice for people who are collecting a prescription for someone, 
and a poster specially developed by your LPCs in conjunction with Healthwatch West 
Sussex 

This poster has been developed in conjunction with Healthwatch for you to display on your 
premises, should you wish to 

 

Business continuity: freeing capacity within your team  

• Consider any other tasks within pharmacy that volunteers might undertake to help free capacity within your 
team and/or help you maintain your services. If you are unsure contact your LPC for advice 
(lpc@communitypharamcyss.co.uk) Your Responsible Pharmacist must be satisfied that all volunteers in 
pharmacy have been suitably inducted and will be appropriately managed in their role. It is the responsibility 
of the people managing volunteers to do this.  
 

Delivery of prescription medicines 

• Patient need for a delivery of prescribed medicines should be established rather than presumed.  

• The decision to have items delivered by volunteers can be made only when all the options for collection have 
been explored in full and are considered unsuitable. If this route is chosen, the medication should be 
packaged securely so that the contents are not obvious and the delivery signed for by the intended recipient 
or their ‘representative (aka the volunteer). 

• The Responsible Pharmacist (RP) is crucial in this process. You must be satisfied that any volunteer you agree 
to have working with you has been suitably inducted by and will be managed in their role by the organisation 
managing them.  

o See appendices three and four for our advice and guidance to volunteer managers about safe 
handling of medicines. 

• You will need to ‘engage’ a volunteer through your local community hub (see appendix one) 

• Planning ahead may be an advantage and make best use of your and the volunteers time 

 
Professional indemnity insurance - from NPA insurance who insure most, not all pharmacy businesses in the UK  

• In emergency situations professional indemnity insurance will cover volunteers to deliver urgent medications. 

However, if volunteers intend on using their own vehicles they will need to check they are insured for 

business use or they may not be covered in the result of a road traffic accident. Volunteers should also be 

asked to view and sign your delivery SOP. Where possible and if available, confidentiality agreements should 

also be signed and DBS certificates provided. 

• The Association of British Insurers following guidance from the FCA have advised the following in relation to 
private cars: Support for those who use their cars to help their communities: If you are using your own car for 
voluntary purposes to transport medicines or groceries to support others who are impacted by COVID-19, 
your cover will not be affected. You do not need to contact your insurer to update or extend your cover 

  

mailto:lpc@communitypharamcyss.co.uk


 

Appendix 3 
Our advice to those who manage volunteers  

 
Collection of prescription medicines for someone else 

• In the first instance, vulnerable patients and those who are shielding are asked to have their medicines 
collected by a family member, friend or neighbour.  

• Where this is not possible and a patient has requested help 
from a Community Hub, you should ask one of your 
volunteers to collect the medicines from the patient’s 
pharmacy and take them to the home of the vulnerable / 
shielding patient.  
o We recommend volunteers collect for up to two patients at 

any one time for patients within their own neighbourhood.  
o When your volunteers reach the pharmacy counter they 

should tell the counter staff the name and address of the 
patient(s) they are collecting for 

• There may be instances where the Responsible Pharmacist 
cannot handover prescription medicines to family, friends, 
neighbours or volunteers. If this happens the pharmacist will 
explain. Please understand,  and do not be offended.   

 
• The information in this poster should be brought to the 

attention of people collecting medicines on behalf of friends, 
family, relatives and neighbours.  

 

• Be aware that it can take up to seven days to dispense a 
prescription, so if it’s a repeat prescription ask the person 
you are collecting for when they ordered it and take this in 
account.  relative when they ordered it 

 

Delivery of prescription medicines 

• Patient need for a delivery of prescribed medicines should be established rather than presumed. The 
Responsible Pharmacist (RP) is crucial in this process. 

• The decision to have volunteers help deliver prescribed medicines must be made only when all the options to 
have prescriptions collected have been explored in full and are considered unsuitable.  

o If delivery is necessary, the medication will be packaged securely so that the contents are not obvious 
and the delivery will need to be signed for by the intended recipient or their ‘representative (aka the 
volunteer). 

• We have suggested to pharmacy teams that if they need volunteer help they contact you through your local 
community hub / helpline 
 

Training and management of volunteers: due diligence, hazard control and risk analysis   

Every Responsible Pharmacist will need to be satisfied that all volunteers undertaking deliveries have been 
suitably inducted and will be managed in their role by the organisation engaging them.  

Prescription medicines can be dangerous.  

• We have distilled the principles of safe and secure handling into a briefing for you to share with your 
volunteers who may be asked to deliver (not collect) medicines to vulnerable and/or shielding patients in 
their own homes. (Appendix 4).  

• ESCC have developed a ‘workbook’ which may also help. 

HR departments and/or those experienced in the management of volunteers Volunteer Bureaux are much better 
placed than the LPCs to advise on other associated risks which will include, but are not limited to: adequate 

https://psnc.org.uk/communitypharmacyss/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/04/PHARMACY-VOLUNTEERS-workbook-ESCC.pdf


insurances (incl vehicle insurance if using own vehicles) ; security; lone working; manual handling; COSHH 
regulations; general workplace health practices (breaks, etc). 

HR departments and/or those experienced in the management of volunteers will also be better placed to advise 
you on: documentation (including but not limited to emergency contacts, DBS checks, vehicle insurance and 
MOTs; effective volunteer management systems; risk assessments, appropriate levels of information and training.  
 

PPE 

We would expect those managing volunteers to risk assess for the supply of protective equipment and ensure 
adequate supply of PPE so volunteer activities can be carried out safely and without harm to health. 
 

Liability and Indemnity 

The LPCs and NHS community pharmacy contractors across Surrey and Sussex expect local community volunteers 
to be managed appropriately. The following advice has been obtained from NPA insurance who insure most, not 
all pharmacy businesses in the UK:  

• In emergency situations professional indemnity insurance will cover volunteers to deliver urgent medications. 
However, if volunteers intend on using their own vehicles they will need to check they are insured for 
business use or they may not be covered in the result of a road traffic accident. Volunteers should also be 
asked to view and sign your delivery SOP. Where possible and if available, confidentiality agreements should 
also be signed and DBS certificates provided. 

• The Association of British Insurers following guidance from the FCA have advised the following in relation to 
private cars: Support for those who use their cars to help their communities: If you are using your own car for 
voluntary purposes to transport medicines or groceries to support others who are impacted by COVID-19, 
your cover will not be affected. You do not need to contact your insurer to update or extend your cover 

 

  



Appendix 4 
Supporting the delivery of medicines: rules and procedures for volunteers who a 

Responsible Pharmacist has requested to deliver prescribed medicines to vulnerable / 
shielding patients 

 
Before you start delivering medicines to patients’ homes, it is important to understand how to undertake your 
tasks safely and effectively. This is key to protecting patient safety and confidentiality.  
  

Getting started   
• Upon arriving at pharmacy, please report to the Responsible Pharmacist on duty. Check with your 

coordinator, or person who arranged your visit to pharmacy, if there are any special instructions eg: come to 
staff entrance.   

• You will be asked to provide both form of identification such as your driving licence, as well as your letter of 
authority/volunteer ID from the District or Borough Council. Please ensure that you have the appropriate ID 
with you.  

• All community pharmacies use Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). These are a set of rules that describe 
details about how a particular task should be carried out. You may be asked to read and sign some of these, 
relevant to delivery, before you begin.  

 
Important Considerations  
• It is vitally important that the correct medicine is delivered to the correct patient.  
• To avoid the potential for confusion, you must also complete all deliveries from a single pharmacy before 

picking up further prescriptions for delivery from another pharmacy. Below are some considerations for you 
when delivering medicines to patients:  
o Make sure you have the contact details of the pharmacy you are delivering for. If at any time you are 

unsure of what to do with a medicines delivery, call the pharmacy team for assistance and guidance.  
o Medicine deliveries must be completed on the same day you collected them from the pharmacy, and 

within the opening hours if pharmacy. Patients will be expecting these medicines and it is important they 
can continue to use their medicines each day.  

o Any medicines that cannot be delivered must be returned to the pharmacy that day; you must not store 
other peoples’ medicines overnight in your own home or fridge.   

• Do not open the bag of medicines to be handed over to the patient; full details of patient name and delivery 
address will be on the external labelling of the package.  

• If medicine packages split, or there’s a breakage, call the pharmacy team immediately for their advice. It is 
likely you will to return to the pharmacy in these situation.  

 
Handling & storage   
• The correct storage of medicines is extremely important. Unless otherwise stated, all medicines should be 

stored in a cool, dry place, out of direct sunlight. This helps to protect the quality of, medicines to ensure they 
are safe to use.  

  
• Items requiring special handling or storage should be restricted for employed pharmacy delivery drivers, and 

you should not be asked to deliver these. Some medicines are subject to strict regulations that cover how 
they must be handled and stored, such as refrigerated items, those which may be harmful to 
handle e.g  cytotoxic agents or controlled drugs (often referred to as CDs). For CDs, it is a legal requirement to 
keep them under lock and some CDs will require the pharmacy to make a record when have been collected 
for delivery.  

 
Patient confidentiality  
It is a legal requirement to protect patient data and confidentiality. This means that you should not:   
• Discuss patient details with anyone except the patient without patient consent, including their family 

members and neighbours  
• Deliver the medicines to anyone other than the patient without patient consent  

• Leave the home delivery sheet with other patient details visible   



• Patient data includes sensitive information that will let you identify a patient, such as their name, address 
and date of birth. When referring to the pharmacist, make sure sensitive information cannot be 
overheard by other people.  

  
When arriving at the patient’s house, follow the guidance below and the pharmacy SOPs:  
1. When the door is answered, explain that you have a prescription to deliver and ask the person to confirm the 

name and address of the patient, to ensure you have the correct address and that the patient lives there  
2. The person answering the door must be asked to state the name and address of the person expecting a 

delivery of medicines – you must not state this to them. Note you must not   
• give the medicines to a person other than the patient without their consent or   
• leave the medicines with the patient’s neighbour  
• post the medicines through the letterbox, as this can be potentially harmful if the medicines are 

picked up by young children or pets. It can also breach patient confidentiality if it is posted 
through the wrong door  

• leave in another location that may be insecure e.g. outbuilding, greenhouse, wheelie bin   
3. If the person has to pay an NHS prescription charge, the pharmacy may have been able to take payment 

remotely by speaking to the patient on the phone. If that is not the case, the pharmacy may have agreed that 
the patient can give you payment to then take back to the pharmacy. In this case, the pharmacy staff will 
have told you the value of the NHS prescription charge which the patient needs to pay.  

4. Some patients’ medication packages may be accompanied by a message for the patient to contact the 
pharmacy for specific advice; please ensure this information is passed on to the patient  

5. If the patient has questions regarding the medicines themselves, please advise them to contact the 
pharmacy.  

6. If the patient asks you to return unwanted medicines to the pharmacy for disposal, explain that you cannot 
do this and ask them to contact the pharmacy to discuss how to arrange disposal of the medicines.   

7. If a patient does not answer the door, please return the medicines back to the pharmacy; do not leave the 
medicines outside the house or post the medicines through the letter box. Many pharmacies will use a 
postcard system that is posted through the patient’s letterbox, with details on the date and time of delivery, 
and usually with instructions on how to contact the pharmacy to rearrange delivery  

8. Return to the pharmacy once you have completed the deliveries if you have to return any packages that 
could not be delivered, have money from patients to pay their NHS prescription charge, or delivery record 
sheets to handover  
 

Important notes to the above   
• Some patients may have more than one package of medicines, check with the pharmacy the number of 

packages for each patient on collection and ensure that all bags of medicines are delivered.  

• Sometimes the pharmacy may not have all the medicines needed or the full quantity ordered on the 
prescription. When this happens, the pharmacy will issue an Owings Slip. It is important that you pass this 
Owings Slip onto the patient and advise them that these items will be delivered when the pharmacy has the 
items back in stock.  

• If you have concerns for a patient’s wellbeing call the pharmacy team for assistance and guidance. In 
emergency situations dial 999  

East Sussex County Council (ESCC) has developed this information into a ‘workbook’ format which may make the 
information more accessible to your volunteers. Download the ‘workbook’. 

 

 
 

  

https://psnc.org.uk/communitypharmacyss/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/04/PHARMACY-VOLUNTEERS-workbook-ESCC.pdf


 
Appendix 5 

Things to consider when collecting a prescription for someone else  
  

Download and print a copy of this poster in colour or choose b/w 
 

 
  

https://communitypharmacyss.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/127/2020/04/Collecting-a-prescription-for-someone-else-poster-Apr-20.pdf


 

Appendix 6 
Suggested script for Helpline: call from a patient  

 

If you receive a call from a patient who is running out of medication: 

• During the call you must establish the urgency of the patient’s situation 

• If they can resolve the situation themselves, ensure that the patient is aware of the 7-day pharmacy 

turnaround for prescriptions, once the prescription is received 

• If the patient needs our help getting their prescription, you need to confirm that they understand and 

consent to you sharing their personal information with third parties 

Questions: 

1) Identity 

- Take their name 

- Take their telephone number and repeat back to make sure it is correct with the correct area code 

 

2) Are they are running out of medication? 

It can take up to seven working days from when you request a repeat from your GP to it being released by the 

pharmacy. 

- If they have run out completely or will run out in the next 24 hours Go To Question 10 

- If they have two - seven days left, Go To Question 3 

- If they have eight or more days left, explain the 7-day timeframe and Go To Question 4 

 

3) Why have they got so close to the end of their prescription without going to the pharmacy?  

- Remind them of the 7-day turnaround advice. 

- Walk them through the process from Question 4 so they are clear what they need to do. 

- Then tell the caller to ring their pharmacy and ask if their medication can be ready for collection before the final 

date, and to follow their instructions. Call ends here. 

 

4) Is their prescription already with their pharmacy (eg Electronic repeat prescription)? 

Yes: Go To Question 5 

No: Go To Question 6 

 

5) If you cannot go to the pharmacy yourself to pick up your medication, can a friend, family member, or 

neighbour go and collect it for you when the prescription is ready? 

Yes: Go To Question 8 

No: We can arrange for someone to pick-up for you. You will need to give us permission to share your details with 

the organisation or person who could do this. Because of circumstances, you’ll need to give me your consent now 

over the phone. Are you happy for me to share your name, and address and what needs to be picked-up with our 

delivery partner [NAME of organisation]?  Go To Question 9, Arranging Delivery. 

 

6) Have you called your GP to ask if they can send it electronically to your pharmacy? 

Yes: They said they can’t do electronic prescriptions. I need to collect the prescription but I can’t / they’re closed. 

Go To Question 7 

No: Please call your GP. They may be able to have an electronic repeat prescription sent to your pharmacy which 

you or a friend or family member can pick up. Call ends here. 

 

7) Can’t get to your GP or your GP is closed?  

- If you can’t get hold of your GP you should contact www.111.nhs.uk to discuss an emergency supply. If you 

don’t have a friend or family member to collect the medication for you, ask your pharmacy if they can arrange a 

delivery. If they can’t, call us back and we’ll do our best to arrange that delivery for you. Call ends here. 

http://www.111.nhs.uk/


 

8) We’ve produced some guidelines to help friends or family when collecting prescriptions for someone else. It 

ensures they know what to expect and have the right information when they arrive which could save them and 

the pharmacist time. Shall I email it to you after this call, so you can share with your friend or relative?  

- Take email address and repeat to ensure it is correct. 

- If they don’t have an email address, go through the Healthwatch poster asking them to write down the points 

 

9) Arranging pick-up/Delivery 

- Confirm the patient’s name and address including post code 

- Confirm the name of the patient’s pharmacy and full address including post code  

- Confirm how many items they are expecting.   

- Check if they have any specific needs to be taken into account when delivery is made (for example: are they 

disabled, or have learning needs, are they/ anyone in their household Covid-19 positive, are there any cultural 

issues such as language issues, or can only accept visits from a woman, do they need to use a buzzer to gain entry 

to a building etc) 

- Contact pharmacy and third party delivery organiser in a single email, include the patient’s circumstances, 

required medications, full address, date of birth, and telephone number  

 

10) This is an urgent case and needs actionning immediately: 

- Confirm the name of the patient’s GP and pharmacy 

- Ask if they have called them, and ascertain why they’ve reached the point of running out of medication 

- Confirm the name and type of medication they urgently need including dosage  

- Check if they are taking other medications that will run out within next two weeks 

- Confirm they are happy for you to contact their pharmacy to arrange an emergency prescription to be available 

today 

- Check if there is a friend or family member nearby who would be able to pick up a prescription from the 

pharmacy for them today 

- If no-one can collect for them urgently, confirm they are happy for you to arrange delivery and share their 

medication details with a third party organisation [NAME of organisation] 

- Check if they have any specific needs to be taken into account when delivery is made (for example: are they 

disabled, or have learning needs, are they/ anyone in their household Covid-19 positive, are there any cultural 

issues such as language issues, or can only accept visits from a woman etc) 

- Urgently contact pharmacy and third party delivery organiser by phone and then in a shared email, including the 

patient’s circumstances, required medications, full address, date of birth, and telephone number  

 

Permissions: 

Qu 8: Confirm patient’s email address 

Qu 9 & 10: Confirm patient’s full delivery address, with post code 

Qu 9 & 10: Confirm patient’s full name and date of birth**, and telephone number 

Qu 9 & 10: Confirm how many items they are expecting 

Qu 9 & 10: Confirm patient’s special needs 

 

 

 

** What security questions / id will third party delivery drivers be expected to accept, if any, when making a 

delivery?  

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Other caller questions: 

 

1. Not on the shielded communities list / not had the letter and need food and medication delivery. - - Go to 

Government website and register: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus-extremely-vulnerable  This will be shared 

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus-extremely-vulnerable


with your GP. You can also email your GP to let them know you’ve registered. This is not an immediate service. 

Not all areas will be able to offer all types of delivery. Can neighbours / friends / family help? Share / email a list of 

organisations that may be able to help? 

 

2. Covid-19 symptoms: Call 111.  

 

3. Sick child / family member other than Covid: Call 111. If it’s an emergency call 999 in the usual way. 

 
 

This approach presumes that the Helpline acts as a conduit, putting the pharmacy in touch with the third party 

organisation and then leaves them to finalise the details.  

 
 

 
 

  



 

Appendix 7 
Helpline suggested script: if you receive a call from a pharmacist  

 

Messaging to pharmacies: help may be available. Call the helpline and ask. 

Messaging to helpline staff and volunteers: If you receive a call from a pharmacy, this is likely to be urgent and 

very likely to be serious.  

 

 

If you receive a call from a pharmacist  

• You must identify the nature of the urgency and the timeline required by the urgency 

• You need to ensure the pharmacist knows who will have accountability for helping resolve their problem 

o You need to tell them which organisation you will contact to help support them 

o You need to cc the pharmacy in the email with the third party organisation. This should list 

actions required so that all can be traced and monitored by the pharmacy  

Questions: 

1) Identity 

- Take their name 

- Take the name of the pharmacy and its location 

- Take their telephone number and repeat back to make sure it is correct with the correct area code 

 

2) Nature of the urgency  

- Is this about a specific patient? 

- Or is this about an operational issue, such as a delivery driver has called in sick? 

 

3) If a specific patient, check: 

- When they need the medicines 

- Whether the patient has specific needs to be taken into account when delivery is made (for example: are they 

disabled, or have learning needs, are they/their household Covid-19 positive, are there any cultural issues such as 

do they not speak English, can they only accept visits from a woman etc, etc) 

 

4) Actions, to check: 

- Confirm with the pharmacist which organisation/s you will contact to help with delivery to the patient, or to help 

with their operational issue 

- Tell them when you will contact the organisation/s 

- Inform them of accurate response times  

 

5) If arranging collections & delivery, check: 

- How many items they are expecting 

-  Check information that might be useful to the driver such as weight and size 

 

6) Contacts and addresses for collection and delivery, check: 

- Confirm pharmacy’s full collection address, with post code 

- Confirm patient’s full delivery address, with post code 

- Confirm patient’s full name and date of birth, and telephone number 

- Confirm pharmacist’s full name, email, and telephone number 

 

7) Email third party and cc pharmacy with request for action 



- Include all information in full for questions 3 – 6 in the body of the email 

- This information is important and will allow the pharmacist to verify the instructions are correct 

- Ask the third-party to estimate a time when someone will arrive at the pharmacy to pick up on behalf of the 

patient.  

 

This approach presumes that the Helpline acts as a conduit, putting the pharmacy in touch with the third party 

organisation and then leaves them to finalise the details.  

 

 


